a Snake documents the development of the company's methodology. GAC's theatrical practice repackages, for audiences from international conflict zones, the TRC's core process, which stemmed from survivors and perpetrators sharing their personal truths in their own language-truths in translation.
Both the film's touchstone questions-concerning forgiving the past and engaging in dialogue across national borders-reference South Africa's paradigmatic experience with transitional justice: a quasi-legal framework that emerged in the late twentieth century in response to widespread state human rights abuses.
11 Nations shifting from a repressive regime to a liberal democracy often find traditional criminal-justice proceedings either inadequate or politically perilous. Transitional justice mechanisms, such as truth commissions, help to bridge this gap. Since 1974 forty countries have held nearly fifty truth commissions.
12 Of these, the TRC was the first to include reconciliation as a principle and also the first to conduct public hearings-choices that have influenced subsequent transitional justice models. 13 The democratically elected Government of National Unity (GNU) created the TRC in 1995 to move forward from apartheid-forty-six years of legally sanctioned oppression of the country's black majority population by its white minority.
14 From 1996 to 1998 the commission traveled the country, aiming to provide reparations to survivors, grant conditional amnesty to perpetrators who justified their actions as politically motivated, and foster a unified narrative of the past.
15 Nineteen of the thirty-two truth commissions convened after the TRC have incorporated reconciliation into their mandates, which speaks to South Africa's impact on transitional justice. The commission has also inspired theatre practitioners, such as Lessac, to create performances geared toward conflict resolution. As Lessac narrates early in his film, "[the TRC] gave me hope, and I wanted to turn that hope into a piece of theatre that could travel."
16 With GAC's Truth in Translation as a case study, this essay explores the benefits and drawbacks of using theatre to facilitate forgiveness and dialogue between people on opposite sides of conflict. Can performing one nation's traumatic memories aid another nation grappling with a devastating 13 Ron Krabill notes that were it not for the protest lodged by twenty-three separate NGOs, the TRC might have been conducted behind closed doors; see his "Symbiosis: Mass Media and the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of South Africa," Media Culture and Society 23, no. 5 (2001): 567-85, quote on 569.
14 The Interim Constitution of South Africa, negotiated during the 1991 Convention for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA), created the Government of National Unity (GNU), which governed the country from April 27, 1994 to February 3, 1997; see "South African Government of National Unity (GNU)-1994-1999," South African History Online, May 6, 2014, updated April 27, 2017, available at http://www.sahistory.org.za/article/south-african-government- national-unity-gnu-1994-1999 . 15 
"Do Not Become Involved": Emotional Labor and Truth in Translation
In the darkness a voice warns, "Do not become involved."
18 In Truth in Translation's opening moment the lights raise to reveal interpreting instructor Thabo (Fana Mokoena) addressing the other actor/interpreters as they complete their training ( fig.  3 ). The actual TRC interpreters reportedly received the same admonition during their preparation to work for the commission. This first moment places its audience in the TRC interpreters' position, inviting spectators to adhere to the same unmanageable directive: to remain uninvolved. This dramaturgical strategy highlights the hidden emotional labor and emotional laborers of transitional justice. During a 2003 conference convened by Lessac, TRC interpreters exposed the contradiction of their work. Sibuyi characterized himself and his colleagues as "the pipes through which the information flowed"; 19 they were also, as interpreter Siphithi Mona described, "the sponge who absorbed all the pain."
20 As both pipe and sponge the interpreters were objects of emotion. Here, I turn to Sara Ahmed, whose Cultural Politics of Emotion has influenced my understanding of how the interpreters functioned as emotional laborers at the TRC. She argues that emotions move through objects that "become sticky, or saturated with affect."
21 At the commission the emotions that mattered were those of the survivors and the perpetrators. Accordingly, interpreters performed the labor of suppressing their emotions or they risked clogging the pipes of information with their own affective response. Rather than serving as functionaries, Truth in Translation's actor/interpreters, and by extension the actual TRC interpreters, emerge as midwives to reconciliation, facilitating survivors' bloody stories and perpetrators' terrible confessions. The musical's structure underscores this labor, alternating between public scenes set at the commission, in which the actor/interpreters translate TRC testimony in a detached monotone, and private scenes in which they hang out at bars, argue with one another, and attempt to cope with the testimony's horrors through alcohol, sex, and gallows humor. Truth in Translation's music, made up of protest songs and Masekela's original compositions with lyrics paraphrased from TRC testimony, transitions between these two spaces, front and back stages. While the commission focused on promoting forgiveness among partisans, Truth in Translation's backstage view of the commission revealed the difference between the TRC's reconciliatory goals and its bureaucratic methods.
This dichotomy is evident from the musical's first scene, which introduces the actor/interpreters. As each character calls their loved ones to announce their new job at the commission, the fault lines of post-1994 South Africa surface, forming the picture of a nation in transition. Thabo is a haunted former resistance fighter. Gideon (Robert Koen) is a gay Afrikaner whose father is a retired member of the South African Police Service (SAPS). Claire (Jenny Stead) is a white liberal involved in a tumultuous relationship with Thabo. Nomawethu (Sibulele Gcilitshana) has a young daughter who is being raised to believe that Nomawethu is her sister. Jake (Hugh Masebenza, replaced by Sandile Matsheni), a former actor, pursues Nomawethu throughout the play. Nhlanhla (Bongani Gumede) is a Zulu priest with six wives. Alia's (Quanita Adams) grandmother is dying. Peter (played by Nick Boraine, son of TRC chairperson Alex Boraine) is a former South African Defence Force (SADF) sniper going through a divorce. The characters also include a journalist, Marcel (Lionel Newton, replaced by Andrew Buckland), a former SADF fighter whose brother died in South Africa's border wars with Namibia, Zambia, and Angola; a bartender, Rudi (Jeroen Kranenburg), who also fought in the border wars; and Nobuhle (Baby Cele, replaced by Thembi MtshaliJones), an official TRC comforter whose sister survived a vigilante attack.
22 Very little in the way of plot occurs to these characters. Thabo and Marcel forgive each other for crimes committed on opposite sides of the border wars; Gideon comes to terms with his perpetrator father; Claire and Thabo break up; Jake and Nomawethu get together; Nhlanhla survives a crisis of faith; after sparring throughout the musical Alia and Peter become friends; Rudi and Nobuhle remain relatively unchanged ( fig. 4 ).
In lieu of conventional plot development, Truth in Translation derives its drama from watching the actor/interpreters try to remain professional while enacting scenes from key TRC hearings. The practical, emotional, and theoretical difficulties of interpreting live testimony are central to the musical's dramaturgy. As actor/interpreter Peter cries in exasperation, "I can't listen and talk at the same time. It's all just happening so fast." At the commission, the interpreters translated the testimony from ten of the nation's official languages into its eleventh, English, which was not the native tongue of many of the interpreters. 24 Interpreting testimony carried emotional risks as well; they spoke in the first person, simultaneously embodying victim and perpetrator. As journalist and poet Antjie Krog reported in Country of My Skull, a semi-fictional memoir of her time covering the TRC, many interpreters began to exhibit post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms.
25 TRC interpreters also encountered theoretical difficulties related to their roles. Catherine Cole has asserted the differences between the acts of interpreting and translating, although commissioners used these terms interchangeably. Interpretation, she writes, represents a "reduced truth, [a] functional rendering of content created within the constraints of an improvised live setting."
26 Translation, however, requires prolonged engagement with source-language transcriptions; it attempts to convert into the target language the nuance, as well as the general meaning of a given speech.
27
Truth in Translation translates the interpretation process for its audience. The musical dramatizes the tension between the haphazard immediacy of interpreting and the reflection required by translation, mirroring the relationship between the initial work of the TRC and the long road toward reconciliation.
The difficult labor of simultaneous interpretation is evident in the musical's first scene set at the commission. The actor/interpreters' inexperience and the testimony's graphic nature overwhelms them, blurring the lines between actor and character. The 28 Jake has to restrain her. The emotion of the testimony clings to her, causing the character to chafe against her mandated objectivity.
The actual TRC interpreters struggled to separate themselves from the survivors and perpetrators they interpreted. The actor/interpreters display this affective disorientation when they hear the narrative of Elizabeth Hashe, wife of Sipho Hashe, one of three members of the Port Elizabeth Black Civic Organization killed by the SAPS. In this scene the character of Claire becomes so emotionally involved in the testimony that she accidentally answers a question intended for Hashe rather than interpreting the witness's response. The mistake transfers from language to language, confusing the actor/interpreters. At the actual commission Victor Mtembu, a perpetrator of the 1992 Boipatong Massacre, attempted to justify the murder of a 9-month-old baby by reciting a Zulu proverb, "a snake gives birth to another snake." 29 This TRC moment provides Lessac's documentary its title and speaks to the entrenched and cyclical nature of political violence. In Truth in Translation's restaging of this infamous moment at the commission, after translating for Mtembu, Alia explodes and throws a chair into one of the flight cases that form Truth in Translation's set. She apologized, saying "I was so angry I totally lost it."
30 When Nomawethu counters, "Alia, he was the one who was angry. You interpreted," Alia insists, "No, that was my anger!" 31 In the musical's staging of Mtembu's amnesty hearing the character of Alia cannot distinguish between her own emotions and those of the perpetrator for whom she interprets. As horrific TRC moments accumulate throughout the first act, the actor/interpreters' professional exteriors crumble, rupturing the TRC's carefully choreographed script of confession, forgiveness, and reconciliation. These scenes set at the commission point to the difficul- ties of translation and the stickiness of emotions, and these staged moments echoed the real struggles and contradictions of the actual interpreters' affective labor at the commission. The interpreters were told to remain objective at all costs, but to interpret effectively they had to become emotionally involved. TRC interpreter Khethiwe Mboweni-Marais explained to CTL during her interview: "Interpreting is about conveying emotion through the tone of your voice, and that's why there's a whole conflict between the issue of objectivity. That's a relative term. . . . You have to assume the pain of the speaker." 32 Truth in Translation effectively stages this paradox between objectivity and emotional involvement, questioning the TRC's quasi-legalistic framework. The commission focused primarily on specific, legally defined bodies-those maimed or disappeared by state violence-ignoring the TRC interpreters' emotional labor. By transferring these emotions onto their actor/interpreters' bodies, however, Truth in Translation performed reconciliation as an ongoing and strenuous embodied practice.
Whose Testimony? Antjie Krog's Country of My Skull and Truth in Translation
But to convey the difficulty of interpreting testimony at the TRC and the practical, emotional, and theoretical labors of transitional justice, Lessac, Tammi, and Masekela had to source testimony for their actor/interpreters to interpret. Many TRC witnesses have expressed a wariness of creative interpretations of their testimony. 33 The use of testimony from survivors and perpetrators of state violence in a theatrical performance, whether quoted verbatim or fictionalized, represents a dramaturgical challenge not only for Truth in Translation and GAC's future projects, but also for any theatre practitioners who seek to make work about transitional justice. How to create theatre that foments dialogue around forgiveness and reconciliation while remaining respectful to the survivors who shared their painful stories at the commission? Other plays about the TRC have variously addressed this issue. In Khulumani Support Group's The story I am about to tell (1997) real TRC witnesses perform their testimony with the help of actors; William Kentridge, Jane Taylor, and Handspring Puppet Company's Ubu and the Truth Commission (1997) used puppets to speak paraphrased victim testimony; Paul Herzberg's The Dead Wait (1997) created fictional characters to deliver invented testimony. Even though promotional materials for Truth in Translation declare that "actual testimony is drawn upon throughout the play, and included in song lyrics," the musical was not, and did not purport to be, a piece of documentary theatre.
34 To portray truthfully the commission's effect on its interpreters, CTL excerpted some transcripts from the hearings; it created composite testimony, combining multiple witnesses' stories into representative accounts; it invented some testimony wholesale, invoking rather than realistically depicting the TRC; and it relied upon internationally circulating TRC accounts. 35 Although Truth in Translation was not documentary theatre, its audiences may still have understood the testimony that appears in its book and music to be entirely verbatim. For the most part, Lessac 
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Highman finds that Krog's fictional version of Mhlauli's testimony is regularly cited to support Elaine Scarry's thesis that pain destroys language.
41 But Mhlauli's pain did not destroy her language at the TRC. She spoke calmly, clearly, and eloquently about her husband's murder. 42 Krog's account, in effect, destroys Mhlauli's language, bending her story toward a larger point about the limits of language to express pain. In its efforts to tell the truth about the difficulties faced by TRC interpreters, CTL reproduced Krog's fictional accounts of many actual TRC witnesses' testimonies, causing those witnesses to lose control of their own narratives and minimizing the actual affective labor of the real TRC interpreters. This issue of how to incorporate testimony confronts all artists who seek to make work about truth commissions. Instead of depicting the truth of these commissions, creative interpretations of testimony can just as easily re-traumatize survivors who cannot recognize their own stories in translation.
Specters of Protest: Anti-Apartheid Theatre and Truth in Translation
In addition to using popular accounts of the TRC to create testimony, CTL drew on its actor/interpreters' personal histories to develop characters, repurposing playmaking strategies from South Africa's 1970s and '80s anti-apartheid protest-theatre tradition to foster transnational dialogues about reconciliation and transitional justice. 5 ). This global focus recalled the international reach of South Africa's anti-apartheid theatre, which became an influential vehicle for social change, addressing not only apartheid's human rights abuses, but also implicitly, and sometimes explicitly, the plight of human beings living under repressive regimes throughout the world. Truth in Translation's method of devising scenes based on its actors' experiences, its staging of survivor/perpetrator encounters, and its conception of reconciliation all derived from anti-apartheid theatre. By adapting anti-apartheid theatre methods to his TRC musical, Lessac sought to recapture some of this theatre's spirit of hope and apply it to contemporary human rights crises.
Mirroring the actual TRC interpreters who struggled to separate themselves from the survivors and perpetrators for whom they interpreted, the cast members created characters based on themselves thinly overlaid with the interpreters' experiences. As Mokoena remarks in the documentary, "it's the kind of project that I think you can get carried away, especially emotionally. It can take you places where you don't really want to go."
44 Like the anti-apartheid performers of a generation earlier, Truth in Translation's actor/interpreters were, in Lessac's words, "playing themselves in the guise of other people."
45 A Snake Gives Birth to a Snake documents this improvisational devising process. In the film Adams, a mixed-race actor, remarks, "I didn't realize the intensity of my own stuff, my own political stuff . . . until I was immersed in the process and then suddenly it all kind of came out." 46 In the musical Adams's character Alia confesses that she has a white grandmother: "My whole life I lived with a whitey and I never knew it."
47 Adams based this story on her own grandmother. Similarly, white performer Buckland used the rehearsal process to address his conscription into the SADF and his participation in the border wars. In the musical his character, Marcel, mourns a brother lost in the war. Buckland explains that "the improvisation gave you some freedom to actually verbalize your own racist shame with each other. You had a framework in which to do that."
48 In the documentary Gumede, who played Nhlanhla, describes how South Africa's racial politics impacted the first workshop: "When we first met, we didn't know each other at all, who this person was and where they come from, how were they trained and what do they know. So that was the first thing. The second problem was that this person is white." This mode of working in which the actors drew on their personal lives to create characters turned the rehearsal room into a space for confrontation and working toward reconciliation. Within South Africa this practice of devising work based on lived experience originated in the anti-apartheid theatre. Examining this history provides insight into how CTL devised Truth in Translation, as well as into GAC's larger project of conflict resolution through performance. In 1972 Athol Fugard, John Kani, and Winston Ntshona used improvisational techniques to create the iconic protest play Sizwe Banzi Is Dead, which contains many details taken from Kani's and Ntshona's autobiographies. Percy Mtwa, Mbongeni Ngema, and Barney Simon also relied upon lived-experience improvisations when developing their play Woza Albert! (1981). Under Lessac's direction, Truth in Translation's cast members adapted these anti-apartheid playmaking methods, using their diverse experiences to reflect complex encounters between survivors and perpetrators at the TRC.
In addition to Christian ideas of suffering, confession, and redemption, the TRC purported to offer survivor/perpetrator reckonings, such as those found in antiapartheid plays. Under apartheid, theatre artists not only dramatized their personal experiences, but also enacted narratives from those detained by the South African police (SAPS). Maishe Maponya's 1986 play Gangsters responds to the murder of Black Consciousness movement (BCM) leader Steve Biko and others while in detention. The play features several scenes in which the fictional BCM poet Rasechaba confronts her white captor Major Whitebeard. Similarly, Fugard, Kani, and Ntshona based the dreaded Hodoshe, the white taskmaster in The Island (1973), on a real Robben Island prison guard, the subject of their incarcerated friend's letters. SAPS agents attended these staged survivor/perpetrator encounters, intimidating and arresting performers. Throughout anti-apartheid performance, practitioners rewrote torture narratives. Survivors emerged victorious from theatrical encounters with perpetrators, either through triumphing over their oppressors or by imagining a reconciled future. Both Truth in Translation and the TRC relied upon these anti-apartheid dramaturgies to stage their own survivor/perpetrator encounters, mining the future imagined by many protest plays to survive the present.
The commission's framing of reconciliation also suggests a debt to the anti-apartheid theatre's representation of human rights abuses and its persistent hope for the future. For example, Fugard's prototypical protest play The Blood Knot (1961) depicts two brothers with the same African mother, but different fathers: one white, one black. In this anti-apartheid allegory the brothers save for a small, two-man farm. Although they eventually betray their dream of a reconciled future for the fantasy of passing as white, the play offers an early glimpse of reconciliation by suggesting that South Africa's blacks and whites are tied together in a blood knot. Similarly, Junction Avenue Theatre Company's Sophiatown (1986) imagines reconciliation through a white Jewish woman's cohabitation with two black intellectuals in the titular black neighborhood. Ngema's Sarafina! staged Nelson Mandela's release from prison three years before it occurred. These anti-apartheid performances anticipated and provided a template for what Cole has termed the commission's "highly demanding" script of confession, forgiveness, and reconciliation. 49 By adopting anti-apartheid playmaking strategies, CLT uses the precursor to the TRC, South African protest theatre, as a model not only for Truth in Translation, but also for GAC's subsequent conflict-resolution performances in Northern Ireland and Cambodia.
Truth in Translation's staged survivor/perpetrator encounters underscore the TRC's performative nature. As scholar Sam Raditlhalo has contended, "[c]entral to the [TRC] process was the act of performance."
50 Yet, this interchange between South Africa's theatre and its truth commission was not solely a "correspondence" as Cole has argued, underscoring numerous parallels between the TRC and the theatre: both occurred on stages, both were "time-based," and both "were retained in individual and collective memories in unique ways."
51 Nor was the relationship between the commission and the theatre a unidirectional TRC influence on post-1996 theatrical efforts, as Shane Graham has discussed, noting how the TRC provided "representational strategies" and "psychic echoes" that influenced post-apartheid South African literature, including the theatre.
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I argue that TRC survivor/perpetrator narratives recalled not only theatre in general, as Raditlhalo, Cole, and Graham have all asserted, but also a specific dramaturgy: the anti-apartheid theatre. The commission was built directly on the foundation of South Africa's protest theatre. Before mixed audiences at the Market Theatre in Johannesburg, the Space and Baxter theatres in Cape Town, and in black townships, anti-apartheid theatre artists represented apartheid's torture and terror to its black majority subjects and white minority beneficiaries. On Broadway, at Yale Repertory Theatre, Los Angeles's Mark Taper Forum, London's West End, and the Edinburgh Festival, among many other international venues, practitioners staged reconciliation and bore witness to apartheid's human rights abuses. As critic Adrienne Sichel noted of the musical's South African premiere, "Truth in Translation doesn't only bring the ghosts of the murdered and mutilated with them onto the stage, but is performed amid the spectres 49 
of iconic South African productions."
53 The anti-apartheid theatre's storytelling methods, its survivor/perpetrator encounters, and its reconciliatory imaginings "ghosted" both the TRC and Truth in Translation. 54 During apartheid, South Africa met the world through the anti-apartheid theatre. After Mandela's release from prison on February 11, 1990, in Kani's words, "the critics in this country went to the funeral of protest theatre and [protest artists] were not invited."
55 From 1990 to 1994, without the anti-apartheid cause to galvanize them, South African theatre artists foundered, searching for a subject. Although theatre practitioners bore witness to human rights abuses on local and global stages during apartheid, the TRC process largely avoided artists in its search for judges, lawyers, doctors, priests, politicians, and public intellectuals to serve as commissioners. Theatre-makers reacted to their implicit exclusion by repurposing anti-apartheid dramaturgies to perform the TRC. movement; in his estimation Ngema designed Sarafina! to please Broadway audiences rather than inspire South Africans. Playwright Zakes Mda and director Jerry Mofokeng later argued that Ngema may have inadvertently bolstered the apartheid regime's global standing. 58 International audiences may have reasoned that if the state allowed such an agit-prop piece to tour, then nonwhites must enjoy freedom of expression in South Africa. Exporting Truth in Translation carried similar risks: namely, that audiences in conflict sites might believe that South Africa had completed its reconciliation process, when in reality the TRC marked only the nation's first tentative step toward forgiveness. Truth in Translation countered this notion by performing South Africa's reconciliation as an ongoing process among a diverse group of actor/interpreters, half of whom benefited from apartheid, while the other half was subjected by the same repressive system. CTL drew on anti-apartheid dramaturgies and invited its international audiences to watch the actor/interpreters, as spectator surrogates, attempt to contend with the musical's complex, multilayered stagings of survivor/perpetrator encounters at the TRC.
Multilayered Traumatic Representations in Truth in Translation's Benzien Scene
Truth in Translation's staging of confrontations between survivors and perpetrators at the TRC explicitly called attention to the multiple layers of time in these encounters: the distance in time between the initial violent confrontations during apartheid, their retellings and restagings at the commission, and finally their appearance in Truth in Translation. Examining these manifold torture representations complicates its exportability by exposing the numerous ways in which memories of human rights abuses refuse easy translation into performance and across national borders. Trauma travels through space and time from survivor to actor to audience through unwieldy, unpredictable channels. For example, in act 2, the musical moves from telling about apartheid's human rights abuses to showing them, performing tensions between hearing interpreted testimony about apartheid's terrible violence and seeing that violence enacted. This switch to mimesis required accessing multiple layers of painful memories for the actor/interpreters and their interpreter subjects, as well as for the survivors and perpetrators who testified before the commission. Translating state violence into stage violence also necessitated that CTL confront a common dramaturgical problem: how to depict violence onstage, especially memories of state violence, without retraumatizing survivors?
Rather than offering a realistic depiction of apartheid's human rights abuses, Truth in Translation responded to this problem of translating violence onstage by deconstructing acts of torture, staging them from different perspectives across space and time. This approach critiqued the TRC's survivor/perpetrator-led dramaturgy, which tended to imagine apartheid as the result of few bad individuals' actions rather than as a repressive system from which all white South Africans benefited at the expense of all nonwhite citizens. A key scene dramatizes senior Anti-Terrorist Unit member Jeffrey Benzien's July 14, 1997 amnesty hearing in this deconstructed manner. In 1987 Benzien tortured MK cadre Tony Yengeni in the Cape Town headquarters of the SAPS. During the hearing Yengeni, a survivor of the police officer's tortures, requested that Benzien demonstrate his "wet-bag" torture method for the commission. 59 Benzien complied. He perched on an audience volunteer's back with a pillowcase as his wet bag. In recreating this moment Truth in Translation presents three simultaneous actions in three separate spaces. In a private space center stage, the character of Jake, a former actor, attempts to teach Peter how to be a performer. Concurrently, although in another space, Claire interprets for Benzien, Nhlanhla interprets for Yengeni, and Alia translates for two of Benzien's other victims, Peter Jacobs and Ashley Forbes. In a third simultaneous space downstage Marcel and Thabo argue over how Benzien's hearing should be covered in the press. Throughout this multifaceted scene, images of Benzien's infamous torture demonstration at the TRC appear projected onto the backdrop.
Informed by the projections, the journalists' argument, and Benzien's testimony, Peter and Jake role-play a white perpetrator/black victim scenario unconnected to Benzien's case, although representative of the apartheid system. As an acting exercise Peter suggests, "I'll be a cop and you be a perpetrator."
60 Jake responds, "If you're a cop, you are a perpetrator."
61 Their improvisation culminates in Peter's violently pulling Jake's T-shirt over his head, symbolizing Benzien's wet-bag torture method ( fig.  6 ). In a 2013 interview Nick Boraine remarked of the Benzien scene: "It was one of the most successful scenes in the piece. . . . You really got the horror, the humor, and this combination of what it means to be a translator and what it means to be an actor. . . . That was one of the places that we really touched what was real about what we were doing [and] the roles that we take on. There's such a thin veneer."
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The scene was developed during Truth in Translation's rehearsal process, when Masebenza suggested that he and Boraine reenact the torture scene. The "thin veneer" of character and the rehearsal-room framework allowed them to confront each other about their roles in the production, as well as their roles in apartheid. As the son of anti-apartheid activist Alex Boraine, Nick Boraine nonetheless benefited from the National Party's policies of racial segregation that subjected Masebenza. Emerging out of this real confrontation between two actors on opposite sides of the color divide, Truth in Translation's deconstructed staging of Benzien's appearance at the TRC became an acting lesson between two interpreters. This approach placed Benzien's torture method within the context of the larger system of apartheid and represented multiple layers of traumatic memories.
The musical's attempt to translate onto the stage Benzien's 1987 torture of Yengeni was ghosted by anti-apartheid theatre practitioners' earlier efforts at translating apartheid's human rights abuses onto national and international stages, and also by Benzien's 1997 reenactment of the wet-bag method at the TRC. After Benzien subjected him to the wet bag in 1987, Yengeni provided information leading to the detention 59 Benzien's "wet-bag" torture method consisted of him forcing his victim to lie on their stomach. Benzien would then straddle his victim, sitting on their back. Then, he would place a wet black canvas bag over his victim's head and constrict it so as to cut off his victim's air supply. Akin to waterboarding, this torture method simulates the feeling of drowning. of other MK members and the discovery of weapons. There is no way of knowing whether Benzien could have obtained this intelligence without violating Yengeni's human rights. Torture rarely produces accurate intelligence; under torture, the victim will say anything to stop the pain. 63 Yengeni's torture occurred at certain times and continued for specific durations in a room at SAPS headquarters. Yet, time may have lengthened during the encounters, besides the attacks living on in Yengeni's memory. The torture site may have been similarly dislocated not only geographically or physically, but also metaphysically. Benzien told Jacobs that "I will take you to the verge of death as many times as I want to."
64 Torture victims like Yengeni and Jacobs became unwilling participants in terrifying spatially and temporally dislocated performances that they were powerless to stop.
Truth in Translation's Benzien scene attempted to counter Yengeni's powerlessness by placing agency in the black activist's hands. It is the character of Jake's idea to improv the scene. The two actors neither play Benzien and Yengeni in the torture act nor reenact the former's demonstration at the TRC; instead, they play interpreters engaged in an acting lesson that unexpectedly accesses the torture event. While Claire, Nhlanhla, and Alia translate the amnesty hearing proceedings in the background, Peter's initial discomfort yields to his commitment to the perpetrator role and a real sense of danger. "That's enough. Stop!" Jake howls, but Peter does not stop. 65 Still in the perpetrator character, Peter mocks Jake, portraying how easily South Africa's racialized power dynamics poison personal relationships. Like Yengeni, Jake is forced to participate in a performance over which he has no control. Actor Sandile Matsheni translated Yengeni's trauma onto the character Jake's body, suggesting how one violent act can appear to stand in for other, similar acts. 66 For example, Yengeni's subjection to the wet bag mirrored Benzien's interrogation of resistance fighters Forbes, Bongani Jones, Gary Kruse, and Ashley Kriel. Characters Peter and Jake's recreation also appeared to stand in for other acts of violence, simultaneously singular and plural.
The scene aimed to export its interpretation of state violence to audiences in sites of conflict, but whether theatrical performances can transform, resolve, or prevent international conflicts, however, remains a difficult, and an open, question. In a 2013 interview Boraine attempted to reconcile the need for conflict in drama with the desire to regulate violent conflict in the world: "We're not saying we want to end conflict. We're not saying that it's even possible. What we're saying is that it's possible to end violent conflict and it's possible to prevent violent conflict." 67 Reflecting this view, Truth in Translation carried narratives of progress, reconciliation, and hopeful feelings not reflected by the political, economic, or social reality of the global conflict sites it visited. In Rwanda, Serbia, Kosovo, Croatia, Bosnia, Zimbabwe, and Northern Ireland the cast members held performance workshops with survivors and perpetrators of atrocities aimed toward the participants seeing one another as human beings; conducted postshow discussions about reconciliation and forgiveness; and participated in discussions on how to apply South Africa's model of transitional justice to these other conflict sites.
The musical also carried memories of apartheid's gross human rights abuses with which South Africans had yet to fully contend-memories that refused to be translated into a global model for conflict resolution. In this essay's final sections I explore how these untranslatable apartheid memories impacted Truth in Translation's Rwandan premiere.
Truth in Translation in Rwanda: Trauma on Tour
While South Africans celebrated the end of apartheid, Rwandans suffered a horrific genocide that killed between 500,000 and a million members of the Tutsi minority and between 10,000 and 50,000 of the Hutu majority. The so-called 100 days of slaughter began on April 7, 1994, one day after the assassination of Juvénal Habyarimana, president of the Hutu-led government.
68 Aware of this gruesome past, South African journalists constructed a narrative around Truth in Translation's premiere in Kigali, Rwanda, that cast the musical's actors as "healers on a dramatic mission." 69 In this narrative the musical's actor/interpreters served as reconciliation missionaries, translating healing truths from their native South Africa to Rwanda. This story reflected Lessac's stated reasons for opening in Rwanda. In a 2007 interview he cited two reasons for the Rwandan premiere: the first was to "create a dialogue" and "share experiences" with the Rwandese people; the second was more unsettling from the standpoint of dark tourism:
70 he wanted to travel to Rwanda so that the cast could "have the experience of going through the genocide centers that were so fresh." 71 Lessac explained that "we premiered [in Rwanda] because we felt this is a place we could go to and we were going to be as moved by them as they were by us." 72 He continued: "We didn't realize how right it was until we got there, because when we got there, it was such a powerful impact on the cast. . . . The bones were there. The skulls were there."
73 The musical's Rwandan tour opened in Kigali's Amahoro Stadium, where some 12,000 mostly Tutsi refugees took shelter during the 100 days. This location's memorial significance lent an even greater weight to CTL's project.
The company reportedly drew strength from its literal confrontation with the bones of the victims of Rwanda's 1994 genocide-a disquieting sense of purpose derived from a dystopian vision of what its own country might have endured had it not been for the TRC. For the accompanying South African journalists, cast members' visit to four genocide sites formed a key part of their narrative journey-a descent into the underworld. Critic Dawn Kennedy dubbed their tour a trip into "the belly of the beast," adding that "they could have been eaten alive." 74 Her description of the cast's physical encounter with the grim material evidence of genocide traffics uncomfortably in colonialist imagery of cannibalism and "darkest Africa." A Snake Gives Birth to a Snake supports this macabre imagery. The camera lingers on human femur bones and skulls with deep machete wounds. For their part, the actor/interpreters appeared to avoid these tropes. The documentary features footage from a workshop with genocide survivors in which several of the white male members of the cast acknowledge their complicity in apartheid and ask for advice on reconciliation and forgiveness from the assembled Rwandans. Journalist Max du Preez observed that "[t]he actors were deeply traumatised by their visits to schools and churches where mass killings took place." 75 He also noted that these excursions "brought a new intensity and energy to their work on stage."
76 Cast members gained an awareness of the wide gap in space and time between South Africa and Rwanda, which allowed them to negotiate between the two countries' ravaged pasts.
In attempting to convert painful apartheid memories into a portable model for global conflict resolution through performance, Truth in Translation, like other plays about transitional justice, confronted difficult questions of how to present truth commission testimony while honoring witnesses' stories, and how to represent state violence without re-traumatizing survivors. CTL responded by building on the work of the past. It repurposed anti-apartheid dramaturgies to tell post-apartheid stories of reconciliation; it matched the emotional labor of the actual TRC interpreters with its own efforts as actor/interpreters. Yet, Rwandans' different cultural memories led to diverse interpretations of Truth in Translation that threatened to undercut the musical's message of forgiveness. For instance, Adams recounted during a 2007 talkback in Dallas, Texas, how Rwandan audiences had hissed their disapproval of a particularly brutal moment of gallows humor between two interpreters. In the scene Thabo jokingly threatens to eat Peter's liver; in reply Peter threatens to drag Thabo behind a truck and cut off his hand. As Adams explained to the Dallas audience:
We were in Rwanda. One of the ways that people were tortured was through physical mutilation, and one of the most obvious signs of that was hands that were cut off. What we joke about onstage, because it's not a very particularly real South African phenomenon, is a hugely problematic image when dealing with the Rwandese people. In the same way, I didn't know that people being dragged behind a truck is a problematic image in Texas.
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Here, Adams references the 1998 racially motivated murder of James Byrd Jr., a black man who was beaten and dragged behind a pickup truck in Jasper, just four hours south of Dallas. While violence is universal, the particulars of each act remain culturally and geographically located. In his attempts to export the TRC as a universal model for conflict resolution through transnational performance, Lessac created spaces for his diverse cast of actor/interpreters to contend with their shared histories of repression and complicity. This microcosm of the TRC's survivor/perpetrator encounters reflected in Truth in Translation's book and music fomented dialogue and advanced the cause of reconciliation in the conflict zones where the musical traveled. Yet, the musical and GAC's subsequent projects are destined to fall short of their reconciliatory goals, because of questions of translation, interpretation, and context. With Truth in Translation Lessac reproduced the TRC's rhetoric, which equated truth and recon- 
